NEGO PEONAGE IS BARED IN THE SOUTHERN STATES

Missionaries Prove Worst Charges of U. S. Imperialism

Despite Details of Hoover, Most Diagonal Conditions Are

By Art Shields

NEW YORK—(AP) The report from a Southern mission...
Local Rochester, N.Y.

"After hearing your letter regarding the American Appeal, I am interested in your position as a leader of the Socialist Party in the American Appeal."—J. W. Dunn.

Local Attleboro, Mass.

"I am interested in your letter regarding the American Appeal, I am interested in your position as a leader of the Socialist Party in the American Appeal."—J. W. Dunn.

Local Socialists, Atlanta, Ga.

"I am sorry that we did not respond earlier, but I hope this is in time. We are a small group of Socialists, and we are not able to fund the movement here. I am sorry, but I am unable to attend the National Convention for the American Appeal."—Charles Westmore

Sub-A-Month Messages Pour In To The American Appeal

Dixie Dames

Youngest Donor Paying Socialists

New Sub-A-Month Pledges


Notice

A great many of the Sub-A-Month Pledges are being used to pay for the next two months' dues. If you are not able to pay, please make a note of it in the space provided below.

Special Mention

Mayor Howard, Main Speaker, Chicago Socialist Picnic

Two Fine Color Pictures Order Now

Volk's Stimme German Socialist Weekly

The Labor World Outlook Emancipist Weekly Socialist Independent

Volksstimme German Socialist Weekly

The New Leader E. R. Inky New York City

Vorwaerts German Social Weekly

This Is What You Have Been Looking For

"I will join the Sub-A-Month movement with all my heart. I believe it is the best way to support the American Socialist movement."—J. W. Dunn.

"I will join the Sub-A-Month movement with all my heart. I believe it is the best way to support the American Socialist movement."—J. W. Dunn.
NEWS AND VIEWS

Women Slaves in "Free" America

WASHINGTON — Half of the country's women are "slaves," according to the latest report of the U.S. Department of Labor and Welfare. The report, which is based on a survey of 10,000 women in 1927, shows that nearly half of them are working for wages that range from $1 to $1.50 a day. The report also indicates that many of these women are forced to work long hours in factories and sweatshops.

Italy May Break With Belgium Over Socialist Criticism

BRUSSELS, Belgium — Italy's Socialist party has expressed its displeasure with the recent criticisms of its policies by Belgium's Labour and Socialist party. The Italian party has accused Belgium of interfering in its internal affairs and has threatened to sever diplomatic relations if the criticism continues.

Brocky Charges Lewis With Theft of Miner Election

PITTSBURGH, Pa. — John Brocky, the leader of the United Mineworkers Union, has charged that the election of Henry C. Lewis as governor of Pennsylvania was stolen. Brocky claims that the election was rigged and that Lewis was not the legitimate winner.

New California Laws Deprive Radicals of Old Defense Rights

Sacramento, Calif. — A series of new laws has been passed by the California legislature that deprive radicals of their old defense rights. The laws include restrictions on the right to bear arms and the right to assemble in public places.

City-Owned Plant Pays General Tax

Rich Mountain, Ark. — The city of Rich Mountain has paid its general property tax for the first time in its history. The tax is expected to bring in $10,000 this year.

Progress

C. V. Hill

by C. V. Hill

The farmer needs his little farm; it is the only thing he can call his own. The farm may make the farmer fall; but an apple tree cannot make him rise again.

Hugo's Prediction

In the twentieth century, the world will be divided into two classes: the rich and the poor. The rich will be the masters, and the poor will be the slaves. The rich will live in luxury, and the poor will live in poverty. The rich will own the land, and the poor will work it. The rich will have the power, and the poor will have none.

American Appeal

Appeal's Feature Department

Harry W. Laidler, Editor

The Negro Takes A Stand In March Toward Justice

Editor's Note

One of the most powerful forces in the world today is the organization of the Negro. The appeal of the Appeal to the Negro is based on the recognition of this fact. The Appeal has been able to reach thousands of Negroes through its many branch organizations, and the appeal of the Appeal to the Negro is a direct result of this.

The Appeal to the Negro has been successful in reaching the Negroes through its many branch organizations, and the appeal of the Appeal to the Negro is a direct result of this.
Is Peace Possible? What Can the Peace Forces Do?

In 3 Articles

By Norman Thomas

Capitalism would inevitably lead to another war. The economic and political conditions underlying the war would not change. The war would end only when the objective forces of production would have changed the economic and political conditions that made the war possible. The war would end only when the world had achieved a new social order.

The war ended because the objectives of the war were achieved. The war ended because the world had achieved a new social order. The war ended because the world had achieved a new social order. The war ended because the world had achieved a new social order.

Edmund Capitalism and Peace

In another world, there are circumstances that are conducive to peace. In another world, there are circumstances that are conducive to peace. In another world, there are circumstances that are conducive to peace. In another world, there are circumstances that are conducive to peace.

Farm Conditions and Cures

As seen by Appeal Readers

ANNOUNCEMENT

Beginning in the next issue of the American Appeal in this city we shall be publishing articles under the title: "Farmers' Share of National Income Has Been Halved." These articles will be written by a committee of farmers and will be published in the Appeal in the form of statements by the committee members. The Appeal will be printed and distributed by the committee.

The committee is composed of John P. LeBaron, a hight government official, and a farmer who was born in a small town in New York State. He has been a farmer for over twenty years and has served as a member of the committee since its inception.

By O. E. Parsons

The Appeal has been publishing articles on farm conditions for over twenty years. These articles have been written by farmers and have been distributed throughout the country. The Appeal has been a leader in the fight for fair treatment of farmers. The Appeal has been a leader in the fight for fair treatment of farmers. The Appeal has been a leader in the fight for fair treatment of farmers.

Farmers' Share of National Income Has Been Halved

By Leland Olds

The leadership of the United States honors the special role played by the farmer in American life. The farmer has been the backbone of the country. The farmer has been the backbone of the country. The farmer has been the backbone of the country.

The farmer's share of national income has been halved.

Why America Dominate Financial World Trust

By Leland Olds

The leadership of the United States honors the special role played by the farmer in American life. The farmer has been the backbone of the country. The farmer has been the backbone of the country. The farmer has been the backbone of the country.

The farmer's share of national income has been halved.

Federal Reserve Banks Gouge A Half Billion

Federal Reserve banks have gouged a half billion in excess profits in the last quarter. The excess profits are used to finance the war. The excess profits are used to finance the war. The excess profits are used to finance the war.

American Interests Plot Against Calles

American interests are plotting against the Philippines. American interests are plotting against the Philippines. American interests are plotting against the Philippines.

Wants to Know How Socialism can Work

By William Parsons

These articles are getting so as to be published in the next issue of the Appeal. These articles are getting so as to be published in the next issue of the Appeal. These articles are getting so as to be published in the next issue of the Appeal.

Editor's Note

The editor of the American Appeal, Mr. E. Parsons, has been writing articles on farm conditions for over twenty years. Mr. Parsons has been writing articles on farm conditions for over twenty years. Mr. Parsons has been writing articles on farm conditions for over twenty years.

Hankow Victory Was Mightiest Battle

Hankow victory was the mightiest battle of the war. The victory was a great moral victory for the Allies. The victory was a great moral victory for the Allies. The victory was a great moral victory for the Allies.

Alarming Displacement of The Workers by Machinery

Again the employer of a production department in New York City has been reported to be replacing workers by machines. The employer of a production department in New York City has been reported to be replacing workers by machines. The employer of a production department in New York City has been reported to be replacing workers by machines.